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ABSTRÄCT

The radiat,ion induced thermoluminescence of I¡iF

has been studied using a coroîerciaLly available system based

on this phenomenon. The response characteristics of the f.,iF

to x-rays generated at 100 kv. and 250 kv., to garnma rays from

co60, and to electrons from 25 Mev. to 35 Mev. have been

investigated, anrl response curves have been presented for

future clinical applications. Ar¡ imPortant, new characteristic,

increaeed energy dependence with hígher doses, was discovered,

and a simple model hes been presented to ex1glain this.

A method of obtainíng glow curves usíng low heat'ing

rates has been developed, and by comparison with glow curves

obtained with larger heating rates (250 degrees./min'), a trap

depth of 3.0 ev. was determlned for the main traps in LíF'

The LiF has been studied to determine the extent of

the fading of the stored energy at room temperature, to determine

the effecbs of annealing the crystals prior to use and to

det,ermine the extent of permanent radiaùion damage to the LiF'



The i-iterature on thermoluminescence in tiF has

been carefully reviewed. and the absorption and measuremenÈ

of therapeutíc radiat,ion has been outlined. The extent of

the knowledge of the mechanism of action of thermoluminescence

in L,iF has al-so been Presented.
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CHAPTER T

INTRODUCTION

The subject of radiation dosimetry has its origins

in the last years of the nineteenth century when x-rays,

then newly discovered, were almost immediately put to

medical use. Both the successes, like that of the first

recorded tumor treatment in l-899, and the faiLures of

those early attempts underlined the necessity for some

quantitative measurement of the radiation emanating from an x-ray

tube.

Most of the early workers used photographic or

fluorescence methods for measuring x-ray intensitíes.

ChemicaL and calorimetric methods were also tried. For

reasons of lack of sensitivity, of unreliability, or of

unwant.ed energy dependence, these earl-y physicaJ. technigues

were eventually displaced by ionization methods. Three

decades then passed before an ínternationally acceptable

method of defining and measuring an x-ray dose was achieved.

The introduction of the roentgen in 1928 standardized measure-

ments of x-ray intensities around the globe.

In recent years problems of radiation dosimetry
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have muLtíp1íed rapidJ-y with the vast production of

art.ifícial- radioactive material-s by react,ors and the

increasJ.ng use of high voJ-tage accelerators of various

kinds. The energy ranges have been e>çanded considerably

and eLectron, proton, and neutron beams find an increasing

variety of important appJ-ications. The measurement of

radiation has gone beyond the scope of the roentgen. and

no\^7? more than ever, it is necessary Lo determine the

r:hvsical enersv depositíon in a variety of medía when

irradiated by any one of a wide energy range of quanta,

or by any type of ionizíng particle, Mo¡lern versions of

some of the earlier methods. notably chemicaL and

calol:imetric method.s, are gaíning an important place in

radiaticn dosimetry.l

soi-id state devices are becoming íncreasíngly

popular in the field of radíatíon dosimetry. There are

many such devices operating on a variety of principles,

but none of them gj-ves an absolute measurement of absorbed

energy. They must. be calíbrated under appropriate conditions

against a calorimeter, a standard air chamber, or some other

absolute device.

Sclid state dosimeters are useful for four main

reasons:2'= (I") their high density (8OO to 4OO0 times

more atoms p.r .m3 than air) Leads to small sizes¡
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iZ.¡ .ttung"s induced in solids by radiation may persist

for long periods enabling total dose to be estimated at

a convenient time after the irradiationr (3.) sol-id

syst.ems that show an obvious visible change are useful for

measuring spatial dose dístributions¡ and (4.) higher dose

rates can be measured with solid state dosimeters than with

ionization chambers.

Many solid st.ate dosimeters work in the following
2.3'4\^tay. a'¿' - Electrons or holes freed by ionization of

ìt
atoms ín solids can cause induced electrical conductivity

while they move through the solid. These carriers event-

uaI1y recombine or become trapped at localized sites such

as impurity atoms or crystal defects. Tf light ís given off

in the recombination, the solid is a scintiLlator. The

number of scintillations provides a measure of absorbed

energy. If the depth of the traps - the energy needed to

release an electron or hoLe from them - is greater than about

Iev.r the carriers remain in the trapping site for a long

tirne (at least several hours) . This site may then absorb

liqht at different wavelengths from the unirradiated solid,

or it may alter the luminescent response of the sol-id to

ultra-violet light. ( radiophotoluminescence) . one can also

* Mechanism to be described in more detail in a later chapter.
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detect the presence of unpaired el-ectrons by electron-spin

resonance. In some solids the stably trapped eLectrons can

be released at a convenient readout time by heating the

soLid, If the release gJ-ves rise to a burst of emitted

light, the phenomenon is ca1led thermoluminescence. A more

detailed description of each of these mechanLsms folLor¡s"

For dosimetry using optícal absorption the measured

quantity is the change in optical density at. a suitable

wavelength using a spectrophotometer or densítometer. The

change in optical density is proportional to the number

of new centers created by the ionizing radiation. The

usefuL materiaLs for such a dosimeter are activated glasses,

cLear plastics. and dyes.

In radiophotoluminescence the t.rappíng center

absorbs ul-tra-violet and emits visíble light contlnuously

whiLe the U.V. is on. The intensity of this light is

measured and gives a measure of the absorbed dose in the

solid, usuall-y a g1ass.

The number of unpaired electrons produced in

powdered alanine by ionizing radialion is measured with

an electron spin resonance spectrometer and compared to a

standard specimen to obtain an estimate of absorbed dose

in the alanine. This system has been used in artificial

sateLlites with an accuracy of about 5%.
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Semiconductor junction detectors behave much Like

solid state ionizatíon chambers. Ionizing radiation

generates paírs of charge carriers in the depletion region

whj.ch are collected by a pot.ential across this region.

Conduct,ivity can also be induced in CdS, plastics, and

organic insulaÈors by íonizíng radiation-

Thermoluminescence provídes a system more sensitive

than any of the above, When a thermoluminescent material

such as CaF2sMn¡ CaSO,4sMn, or LriF, is exposed to Íonizing

radiation some of the freed electrons are trapped at

Lattice imperfections in the crystalline solid. They remain

trapped for J.ong periods at. room temperature. If the

temperature is raised the electrons are thermally released

from the traps and recombine with oppositely charged centers,

with the emíssion of light. The totaL quantíty of light.

emitted as the mat.eríaL is heated up can be measured and

related to the absorbed dose in the material. (Fig. 1-).

CaSO4 has been used in this way but fading of the effect

\^¡as severê due to the rapid escape of some eLectrons from

traps at room t.emperature. Natural CaF2lMn was better but

stílI required post-irradiation heat treatment to empty the

'¡shalIow" traps, Synthetic CaF2!Mn has been made without

the shal].ow traps but a spurious thermoluminescence

equivalent to about one roentgen prevent,ed measurements in
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the millíroentgen range. The fa.Cíng in L,j.F is much less

than in either of these crystals.

fn a revíew of solíd state dosimetry (1963),

,f. F. Fo-,¡¡ler2 states¡ "At the moment there is no really

satisfactory and generally available small integrating

dosimeter for clinícal measurements or radiobioLogical

experiments ín the range I - 10,000 rad.s *......Thermo-

luminescence in tithium fl-uoride appears to be the most,

promísing system for clinical or radiobíological use. with

its quantum energy índependence and its range of about 0.1

to Lo5¡ it ís noiv commercially available."

An active group of physicists, chemists, and

radiologists at the UniversÍty of Wisconsin has done much

to further the cairse of LiF as a dosimeter. Prior to L957

Daniets et al studied LíF extensively5 ' 6 
' 
7 Èo determine

its response to g amrna rays, electrons, alpha particles, and

neutrons, an'C to try to elucidate the nature of the trapping

centers in I-,iF. Then ín 1961 cam,:ron, Daniels, ,.Tohnson, and

o
Kenneyo announced the construction of a readout instrument for

integratinq the 1i9ht given off by the LiF. They used povzdered

LíF', prepared by grindíng an,å mixing pure fused LíF in order

to average out cherffical and physical inhomogeneities. A

measureC volume of powder was irradiated and then placed under

a photomultiplier tube. It \,¡as heated to 25Ooc in less than

* one rad is an absorbed dose of 100 ergs per gram
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one minute. The light intensity was integrated by

collectíng the photomultiplíer current. on a capacitor,

and then measuring the volt.age on the capacitor v¿ith an

electrometer voltmeter. (ft¡is is precisely the technique

a,lopted by Controls For Radiation Inc., the manufacturer

of the instrument now in use at the Manitoba Cancer

Foundation - the instrument to be described in this paper.)

Cameron and his colleagues mad.e no attempt to control the

concentration of Luminescent activators in their I¡iF.

They found that these inert, insoLubLe, and nontoxic

crystals of I¡iF are reLatively free from mechanically induced

luminescence¡ they have an almost linear response to amounts

of radiation from a few miLLiroentgens to many kiLoroent.gens,

and because of the low atomic number of both lithium and

fluorine, the energy dependence is sma1l compared \,tith that

of other dosimeters- They found that over the range from

x-rays of 40 kev. effect.ive energy to the 1.1 and 1.3 Mev

ganuna rays from co6o, the thermoluminescent response varies

by only 40%. ( Other conmon dosimeters such as CaF2:Mn, film

badges, and silver actívated phosphat,e 91ass, increase in

response by about 500% in going from co60 energies to

100 kev. x-rays. ) They also found a less than measurable fading

at, 50oc for 1 day, and reproducibility of readings with a

standard deviation oL 2%. They used the L¡iF successfully to

measure absorbed dose in the rectum of a patient receiving
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internal radiation treatment.

Since 1961 an activated I¡iF material has been

developed especially for thermof r¡minescent radiation

dosimetry (TIÐ-100 and TI.D-700 from the Harshaw Chemical

Company, cleveland, Ohio.) cameron and his colleagues,

using this powder, have developed a technique for determin-

íng effective energy of x-ray beams by comParing its

response with that of 4120, which has a different energy

responseg, and have devised an annealing procedure which

enables the L,iF powder to be reused many times.lo' fl' 12

Many other researchers, using somewhat different

readout instruments and different techniques have invest-

igat,ed the thermo.l-umj.nescence of LiF 13 t 14 ¡ 15 and have

confirmed most of cameronrs work. They have found a nearly

linear relationship bet\^teen response and doseI4, wide dose

rat,e independence up to 2.5 x 105 rads,/ "..13'14, p"rmanent

damage to the LiF after accumulated doses of about

3 x 104 r"d"14,15, th. annealing proced.ure of cameron before

reuse of the powder to be boLir necessary and sufficient,

standard deviations of four to six measurements to be L to 6%,

and a limited response to fast neutrons. Cameron himself

reports that thermal neutrons give about 50 times '|Jreater

response (per rad "in tissue") than g aÍtma or *-t"y"10. (tnis

response is due to a l,i6(n,a() H3 reaction and the cross section

for thermal neutrons is large. TliD-100 contains natural
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abun,äances of Li isotopes (1 .4% I,i6 and 92.6% Lí7 )

\,rhile TLD-700 is enriched to at least gg.g]t% 'r'il7 . Hence

TLD-700 has a much smal-l-er response to thermal neutrons.)

So far in this introductory chapter an att.empt,

has been r¡ade to inform the reader of the reasons for

relying upon solíd state systems for the measuremenL of

ai:sorbed doses of ionizíng radiation and to present to the

reader, in a simplified model, the mechanism of action of

these systems. ThermoLuminescence has been introduced in

a litt.le more detail-, and the advantages of I¡iF over the

other thermoluminescent materials have been presented.

The important properties and response characLeristics of

I-,iF have been summarizeil, and the reader is referred to the

literature for further details.

Most of the more recent work has been with

TL,D-100 and TIÐ-700. fn general, the findings of the

various researchers agree with one another. However.

there are some differences in response curves¡ and energy

dependence measurements, probably due to differences in

technique for measuring the light output of the I¡iF. There

may also be differences in activator concentration from one

bat,ch of L,iF to another.

The IJiF being used in thj.s laboratory was supplied

by Con-Rad (controls for Radíation¿ Inc.) and is not the same
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as TIÐ-100 and TI¡D-700. This L,iF is purchased as con-Rad

tlr¡>e-N (natural abundances of L,i isotopes) and Con-Rad type-7
1(enriched ín Li' to 99.993%.) Thus, the results of e>q>eriments

performed with TLD-foO or TLD-700 could not be applied to our

I-¡iF. At the time of purchase of the con-Rad system, very

líttle work had been done wíth electrons. The precision and

accuracy for electrons had not been measured, no measure-

ments had been made beLow L50 rads or above 5,000 rads with

electrons, an,ä all that was known about energy dependence was

that it. was less than L0% f)etv¡een 6 Mev and 19.5 Mev.16 The

light output for electrons trad been found to be within 10% of

equivalent ganuna on a rad per rad basís.16

Because of these and other uncertainties, and

because our L,iF was to be used for electron beam measurements¡

it was felt that a systematic investigation into the

charaeteristics of our I¡iF and the associated readout

apparatus \^tas a very worthwhile project. The author was

asked in the spring of !964 to undertake such a project, and

the work to .be described was performed between the spring of

1964 and the fall of 1965.

Because of the nature of this project there are

several short and seemingly unreLated eryeriments that arer

however, necessary for a complete understandíng of the

dosimeter syst,em. These will be reported, as well as a
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study of the theoretical considerations involved in ac-

curately comparíng response to el-ectrons with response to

Co6O. A complete cal-ibrat.icn of the dosimeter for x-rays,

co60, and electrons will be presented.

Chapter II of this dissertabion will introduce

some fundamental ideas concerning therapeutic radiation,

its production, its interaction with matter, and its

detection. chapt.er III wiLL present the mechanism of trap-

ping and releasing energy in L,íF'¡ at least as much as is

known of this mechanism. Chapter IV will describe the

apparatus an<l some of the prelímínary e>rperinents. The maín

e>çeriment.al results wiJ-l be presented in Chapter V, and.

frequent. reference will- be made to the material presented in

Chapters II, and IIL.



CIÍAPTER II

RADTATION '. ABSORPTION AND T.TEASUREMENT

The therapeutic radiations with whích we shall

be concerned are (1,) x-rays ( elec Lromagnetic radiation)

with energies up to 250 kev, (2.) gamrna rays

(electromagnetic radiahion) from u co60 teletherapy unit,

anil (3.) electrons of energies from 10 Mev. to 35 ¡4ev.

from a betatron. The x-radiation is characterized by the

fact that its energy distribution consists of l-ine specLra

(characteristic x-rays) superimposed on a diffuse background

of bremsstrahlung. The characteristic x-rays are due to

electronic transitions to the innermost shelIs of the atoms

of the target material, and the bremsstrahlung radiation is

due to the deceleration cf high energy electrons by

"collisions" wilth nuclei. There are two monochromatic aarnma

rays of energies l-.33 Mev. and 1.17 Mev. emitted by Co60.

A. ETJECTROMAGNETIC RAÐIATTON

ïnteraction with matterfTl1)

Electromagnetíc radiat,ion maY

in several ways: it may be deflected or

react with matter

scaCtered by Èhe
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electrons of an atom, it may give up part or all of its

energy to an electron. or ít may react with the Coulomb

field of the nucleus to produce an electron-positron pair.

oLher interactions, with the nucleus, or with the meson

field of the nucLeus, are negligible in the energy range

with which v¡e are concerned.

Consider a collimated source of radiation, S,

an absorber of thickness x. and a collimated detect.or D.

The intensity of radiation, I, as measured. by D is found

to be given by

-uxr = roe .... ... (1.)

where u is the linear absorption coefficient in cm-l and

Ir the intensity, is the rate of energy flovt across unit
2area Ln ergs/ Cill - Sêc.

It ís evident that the detector will give a

measure of all the radíation that has been removed from the

beam, whether this hâs been truly absorbed., or sj-mply

deflected out of íts range. Therefore, u, as determlned

by this measurement, ís the total absorption coeffj-cient,

and should .be distinguished from the true or real

absorption coefficientr u.r which is a measure of the energy

actually a.bsorbed in the material,

If thickness .in equation (1.) is to be measured

in terms of grams / "*2, then u must be replaced by u / ? ,
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the mass absorption coefficient, where ç is the density

of the absorber. Since the interaction of radiation with

natter involves the dlectrons and atoms of the materiaL ít

is often more useful to obtain the absorption coefficient per

electron or per atom. These are all related by means of the

density. f r the atomic nuÍiber, Z, t-'1ne atomic weight, A,

23
and Avogadro's number, N = 6.02 x 10

L,ínear absorption coefficient. = u

" -u/<
-tcm

cm/gmMas s

Atomic rr

E lectroníc

,, = (u/() (VN) cm2 / aLom

" = (u/ç) (A/N) (t/z) cn2/electron

The electroníc absorption coefficient, ís sometimes

written as eu¡ and the atomic coefficient as au. and since

they have the dimensions of area, they represent the cross

section per electron and per atom for an interaction.

Within the energy range with which we are concerned,

four processes of interaction between radiation and matter

are recognizedr (a) Classical or Rayleigh scattering,

(b) photoelecLric effect., (c) CoÍIpton process¡ and (d) pair

productíon, although classical scattering is really a special

case of the Compton process. The absorption coefficient, u,

may be separated ínto component coefficients.
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wl;.ere I is the coefficient for photoelectric effect, ( f.or

the Compton process, and K for paír production.

(a) Classícal or Raylej.qh scattering

When an electromagnetic wave passes over an electron

the el-ectron is made to oscilLate with the frequency of the

wave, an'C it in turn radiates energy in the form of a scattered

electromagnetic wave cf the same wavelength as the primary.

The phenomenon has been calLed coherent scattering, since the

scattering actíons of dífferent atomic el-ectrons can combine

coherently. The differential cross sectíon for the process

was derived by Thomson and is given bylS

â.^( _ ^4 1E -c (J_+cos-o )...e; --TE-' / """(3')
2moc

where e is the electronic charge, mo the electron mass, and.

c the velocity of 1í9ht; del /drL is the differential- cross

section per unit solíd angle and gives the fractíon cf the

incident energy which is scattered by an el-ectron into unít

solid angle t dJLt at a'ngle P . Putting dJ]. = 2¡tsLn/ d P

and integrating over all angl-es f.rom t/ = o to ? = ¡f , one obtains

the t.otal- elecEroníc cross section (or absorption coefficíent)

for cLassícal- scattering, elo, which is given by

1Q"î
. o'o = \' d^o' = g 

"4 = G.6s * 10-25 "*2..........(4.); --;;p.o ' *o'"*

ft contributes to the total, but not to the real absorption
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coefficient. (This classical scatteríng coefficient is an

over simpli fic ation of the true st,ate of affairs. It should

be modified by an energy de,oendent scattering factor to take

into account interference effects of the coherently scattered

photons . 18)

(b) Photoel-ectric effect.

When the energy, h \) , of the incident photon ís

greater than the binCing energy, Ø, of L},e atomic electrons,

a direct colfision may result in complete absorption of the

photon, and ejection of a photoelectron of energy hV - Ø.

After the electron has been ejected, the atom is left in an

excited state due to a vacancy in the K or L shell. An outer

electron drops into the vacancy, and a fluorescent light. is

emitted of energy hv = Ø. The photoelectron is locally

absorbed, but the fluorescent J-ight may not be if / is large

enough. The binding energy of the K shell in lead is 88 kev.

an,ä a photon of this energy could escape from the material.

Hov¡ever¡ in tissue-l-ike materiaLs where binding energies are

Less than 500 ev., all the fluorescent photons will be re-

absorbed, and hence in these materiels the total absorption

coefficíent'r and the reaL absorption coefficient 7u will be

identical.

The electronic cross section for this process is a

maximum .,,rhen h r/ is slight.ly greater than /, but as h v

increases, ;f decreases rapídly ( approximate ly as h'J -3) '
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In the energy region above the absorptíon edge the cross

section per electron varies approximate Ly as 7'3, and so is

most prominent in the heavy materials such as Iead.19

(c) . Compton Process

A compton process takes place with 'rfree" electrons,

and hence predominates when the photon energy, hV , is large

compared to the binding energy of the atomic electrons. A

photon of energy hV sets the electron in motion and is

itsetf scattered with reduced energy hV/ . The electron and

photon are considered as a closed system and. hence energy and

momentum are conserved, The electron goes off at an angle e

to the direction of the inc ident photon, with a relatj-vistic

mass m = no /,fT:/Z , and. a velocity f = v/" where mo is the

rest mass of the electron and c is the velocity of light.

The scattered photon of energy hy'l goes off at an angle P

to the incident direction. The three equations stating

conservatíon of energy and momentum determine everything
." 18about the process-- except the probability ôr its occurrence.

By quantum mechanical calculations Klein and

l¡íshinaf9 have shown that the differentiaL cross section for

the nunber of photons scattered into unit solid ang1e,at ang.Le

Q, p", electron of material,is gi-ven by:

d.ø1 =s4 I t ( lr*"o=2ç."'""rÉS)....tu.1-d-- tÊ"Ã l¡ïT; vers p/ [ i + dvers Ql
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where <=hç / moc and versç -1-cosq.

Note that for lor¡,¡ energy photons ( "< = 0)

equation (5) reduces to the expression for classical.

scattering, and that lot ç = o, the recoil electron

acquires no energy, and equation (5) reduces to the

classicaL value e4,/mo2c4 regardLess of photon energy.

In the classical case, hVl = hV and, there-

fore, the differential cross section for energy

scattered is the same as for the number of photons scattered.

In the compton process, however, the scattered photon

acquíres a fraction hll /hv = V G +é(vers 9) of the

oríginal energy. (as g increases the photon takes less

of the energy, and the electron takes more. This fraction

aLso decreases with increasing energy hV .) Thus the cross

section for energy scattered, is less than the cross section

for photons scattered, and is given by:

deds = 1 de0-t
dtL 1+o<versq dJL

(6.)

Multíplying (5) and (6) by dl} = 27r siI] Q dQ

and integrating from I = o to 9= lgOo gives the total

compton absorption coefficient, and the qompton scatter

coefficient respectively. Assuming that the energy scattered

is not Iocally absorbed, then the difference between these

two coefficients will give the real absorption coefficient
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per electron for Compton interactions.

c{= fSoo
e(ra =\ td.Ír - deøs) .......(7.)

JP= o

Multiplying eo.a by the electron density gives

the CompEon linear absorpEion coefficient. õ..

(dI Pair pro'duction

The energy associated with an electron at rest
2

is moc = .5LL l"Iev. At photon energies greater than

2moc = 1.02 Mev., a photon may undergo an interaction with

a nucleus in which the photon disappears and. an electron

and a positron are set in motion with kj-netic energy T-F

and T-. The nucleus acquires an indeterminate amount of

momentum but negligible energy. From conservation of
').

energ¿(h I - 2moc')- (t+ + T-) and T* and T.- may vary

from zero to h V - 2moc2. However, the process, except at

high energy,will favour T.+ ^, T_.

After the pair have been set in motion, the

electron will lose its kinetic energy to the surroundings.

The positron will also lose its kinetic energy, and when it

has come to rest, or nearly come to rest, it will be

annihilated by an electron. When the annihilation occurs

2the energy, 2m6c- appears in the form of two photons

ejected in opposite directions each with ur, .rrutgy *o"2.

The total cross section per atom for pair pro-

duction, uK, may be found by a complicated theoretical

ana1ysis.19 Neglecting the effects of screening, the pair
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cross section per atom varies as 22. At high photon

energies in elements of large z, t-}:e pair process can

occur outside the K she11, and the screening effect

reduces the cross section.

Neglecting the energy loss of the pair by

bremsstrahlung, the fraction of the initial energy, hV ,

2
which is truly absorbed is (h v - 2moc- ) /hv . Thus the

real pair absorption coefficient is given by

¡- = x (hr,,, - 1.02) ...... (8.)
hv

where hy' is in Mev.

At tímes the pair process may occur in the field

of an electron, and then t\^¡o electrons and a positron are

set in motion. The threshold energy for this triplet
2

production is 4moc , and at high energies the cross section

is approxim atel-y I/z of the pair cross section. At lower

energies it is a smaller fraction of the pair cross sectíon.

(2) Ðetection and measurement

(a) Ðefinition of the roentgen

The international unit of x-ray dose was first

defined at the StockhoLrn congress of Radiology in 1928

thus:

"The roentgen is the quantity of x-radiation

which, when the secondary electrons are fu1ly utilized and

the walf effect of the chanrber is avoided, prorluces in
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one cmr of atmospheric air at Ooc and 76 cm of mercury

pressure such a degree of conductivity that one esu. of

charge is measured at saturation current."

This definítion was modified at the Chicago

Congress of Radiology in 1937, to read:

"The roentgen shall be the quantity of X or

gamma radiation such that the associated corpuscular

emission per 0.001293 gm. of aj-r produces, in air, íons

carrying one esu. of quantity of electricity of either

The roentgen has been redefined in Handbook 84

of the International commission on Radiological Units and

Measurements (I.c.R.u.), report lo-a, L962, but the

meaning is essentialJ.y the same. They do, however,

emphasize that the roentgen is a unit of radj.ation -æ.sure
and not a unit of absorbed dose.

_(þL Ãlrsorbed_é9."9

The fundamental unit of absorbed dose is the

erg/gm. A more convenient unit is the rad,defined to be

an absorbed. dose of J-OO ergs/gm. Ãbsorbed doses from here

on will be exI¡ressed in terms of the rad.

If 1cm.3 of air is exposed to I roentgen, a

number of ion pairs will be produced whose net charge is

I esu. Each ion pair contributes e = 4.8 x 10-10 es,r.
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These ion pairs are pro.duced in 0.001293 gm of air. The

average energy required to produce an ion pair in air. !Í,

is a constant, in,äependent of energy above 20 kev., and

the best value of w to date is 33.7 ev.20 Thus, since

l ev = 1.6 x 1o-12 ergs, the energy absorbed by one gram

of air exposed to one roentgen is

= 86.9 ergs

i.e.¡ aír e>çosed to 1 roentgen will absorb .869 rads.

The energy absorptíon per roentgen in a medium

other than air, may be caLculated if the mass absorption

cosfficient is known, from the formula¡

Em=.869 (u./e ) medium rad.s.. ...(9.)
(u/9 ) air

The factor (.aøo 1"¡ç ) medium / ("/e ) uiÐ is known as

the f factor, and if the medíum is water (or tissue)

f = 0.965 at 1 Mev. (f = .957 in muscle, and .9L9 in bone

at 1 Mev.) The f factor varies Iíttle with energy for

tissue or muscle, but increases to 4.39 at 30 kev. in bone

due to the large cross section for photoelectric absorption.2l

(c) Measuremgnt of exposure i4 roentgens

The apparatus used almost universally to measure

x-ray dose in accordance with the definition of the roentgen

is an adaptat.ion of the parallel-plate ionization chamber.l

It is called a "free air" chamber because the secondary

33.7) (1.e x 10-12
(4.8 x rO-10) (0.001293)
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electrons which produce the ionization originate and complete

their tracks in the air of the charnber. The field between

the electrodes of the ionization chamber must be sufficient

to collect all the ions without recombination, but not so

high that, the moving ions produce further ionÍzation by

collision processes. Such chambers are operated by the

nationaL standardizing laboratories, and are most accurate

for x-rays generated at 50 to 200 kv.

fn a "thínrble" or cavity ionízation chamber

conditions are different since the walls of the chamber are

irradiated and the ionization of the gas is due to

elecÈrons arising from quantum absorption both in the wa1ls

and in the gas f il-ling. A homogeneous I'air-waLl" charn-ber

is not practicable for there is no solid with the same

atomic composition as atmospheric air. However, if the

cavity has dimensions such that only a very smalL fraction

of the electron energy is lost in crossing it, and such

that direct absorption of quantum radiation by the gas in

the cavity i-s negligible, and. if it is surrounded by wal1s

thick enouqh that all- electrons entering the cavity

originate in the waI1, and if the source of quantum

radiation is sufficiently far from the cavity for the

divergence of the bêam to be negligible over the cavity

dimensions, then the energy, E, imparted by the electrons
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to unit mass of the wall material may be related to

the ionization in the gas bY

E = sM Jcw .. ..... (10.)

sc

where ,J6 is the numl:er of ion pairs formed per unit mass

of gas, W is the mean energy expended in the production

of a pair of ions in the gas, and SM and sG are the mass

stopping powers of the walL material and the gas. This

is known as the Bragg-cray relationshi p.22 ' 
23 ' 24 chamlcers

with air volumes L or 2 cm. in diameter fulfilI the

conditions for the Bragg-Gray principle for dosimetry of

ganüna rays of energies greaterEhan about 1 Mev. Chambers

must be much smaller at lovler energies, or must be operated

at lower gas Pre s sure.

In recent years the Bragg-Gray theory has been

modified to express a relationship between ionization and

fLux of various types of ..di.tiorr.25'26 The simple

expression (lO) has been modified, and stopping powers have

been studied extensively.2T cavity charnbers are calibrated

by the national standardizlng laboratories, using free air

charnbers for x-rays below about 300 kv and using

internationally calibrated cavity chamlcers above this

energy uP to 3 Mêv.
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B. ELECTRONS

(1) Interaction with matter

Electrons lose energy by a variety of processes,

including resonance absorpt.ion, collisions with nucLei and

elecLrons, excitation of atoms, radiation production

(bremsstrahlung) , and. electrodi sintegration of nuclei. For

energet.ic electrons, collisions which produce ionization and

excitation of atoms, and radiation production predominate.

The latter resuLts in energetic x-rays which are not

locally absorbed, so only ionization and excitation are

important as far as energy deposition in the medium is concerned.

The stopping po-'/ier/ per electron of the absorbing

materialrmay be calculated using the Bethe-Bloch formula for

the energy Loss of p particles in passing through matters

l¡here e, Inor cr and f have their usual signifícance, I is the

average excitation potential of the atom, and T is the kinetic

energy of the incident electron. Multiplying eS by the electron

density of the medium gj-ves the energy loss per unit path length,

-dT /dx, of the incident electron in the medium, due to excitation

and ionization of the atoms. The term Á , i" included to correct

. - 2 2-
c. = ) .rr a4 I rn Iooc f 'l'e- ã7 | æ1,:/t

+ (1 - f2)

ç f-jz-rnf')r"r.*('- tr:V-r)'z - s] ..,:.'.,
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for the densíty effect or polarization effect of condensed

media. 19 , 28, 29 , 30 , 3I, 32

The radiatíve energy loss of eLectrons due to

negative acceleration has been calculatedl9 and an approximate

relative magnitude of coltision and radiation energy 1o=" i"l7
)

(de l"vì colL = 1600 moc- .... (12.)
(drldx) rad. T z

(dT/dx) coll. is due to a large number of snall energy losses

whereas (dT,/dx) rad. is due to a relatively few number of

interactions each involving a large energy loss.

(2) Ðetectíon and measurement

Detection and measurement of high energy eLectron

beams, and of x or gaÍuna rays above 3 Mev. frequently reLies

on chemical d.osimeters or solid state devices. A standard

aqueous system such as the ferrous-ferric dosimeter33 (radiation

induces a change in the relative numbers of these ions) can be

cali.brated against ionization chambers or calorimeters, or may

be calibrated by other indirect methods.33 This particular

system is quite accurate now, but it is insensitive to doses of

less than 1000 rads. [he thermolumj-ne scence of LiF, as this

paper will show, can be a useful too,l in electron beam d.osimetry,

and it is sensitive to much smaller doses.



CHÃPTER TTT

THERMOI]UT'/TINESCENCE TN IJITHIUM F],UORIDE

Before considering the nature of the trapping

centers in I¡iF ít is necessary to discuss briefly a few

important concepts of the solid state

A. EÀÍERGY BANÐS, TR.APS, AND GIJOV{ CURVES

(l-) eand theorv applied to I¡iF

The atomic electrons of a síngle atom exist in

discrete energy leve1s, separated by large forbidden energy

regions. A símíLar situation exists in a so.Iíd except that the

single Levels widen into energy bands due to interactions be-

th¡een the atoms in the crystal. These bands of allowed energies

are separat.ed by forbidden regions. In I¡iF, the 2s level of Li

forms the uppermost band, the conductíon band, but in the ionic

crystal these electrons are transferred to fluorine, and the

conduction band is empty. The 2p level of fluorine forms the

next band, the valence band, and in the ionic crystal this band

is fuIl. All lo¡¡er bands are ful1.

(2) Tracpinq levels

Even a pure crystal cannot exist as a perfect crystal.

For thermodynamic equilibrium there must be a certain numicer

of ion vacancies distributed randomly throughout the crystal.
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If the crystal is not pure there will be impuríty atoms aLso

distributed throughout the crystal. Electrons occupying posi-

tions at one of these impuríty atoms or vacancies may have

energíes which would be forbidden in the perfect crystal-¡ and

hence may 1ie between the valence and conduction bands.

Electrons may be excited from the valence to the

conductíon band by ionízing radiation. These electrons can

travel- through the crystal, and some of them will drop into

the localized level-s created by the crysta.l- defects. If the

transition from there to the valence band is forbidden, the

electron remains trapped - until it is thermally excited out

of the trap into the conduction band, from where it can de-

excite back to the valence band with the emission of light.

(see Fíq. 1.)

The electron in the trap has a mean lifet.ime ¡c

which depends on the trap dePth and. on the temperature. ff P

is the probability of l-iberating a trapped electron,per second,

then P = L/a and

r/f = p = s.-Elk .....(13.)

where E is the trap depth, T the absolute temperature' and S is

a frequency which gives the number of times per second that the

eLectron hits the bu.tiut.3l'

l?l G1oÌ,¡ curves or thermoluminescence curves

After the traps have been filled by irradiation, the

solid is warmed at a uniform rate/B. The traps empty as the
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temperature rises, the " shall-owrr ones first, and at each

temperature T those with lifetimes of a fraction of a second

or so are principally responsible for the observed thermo-

luminescence. If there ís only one trap depth the thermo-

luminescence is very weak initially, then increases with T,

reaches a maximum for the temperature of thermolumine scence,

T*, and then decreases to zero as the traps are aLL emptied.

The resulting curve of light intensity vs. time (or temperature)

is cal1ed a glow curve. I(nor^ring T* it is possible to

calcu.l-ate the trap depth E from the following theory of

RandalL and wilkins34' 35

If n is the number of fiJ.led traps at time t, and

if Z is the mean Lifetime of the trapped electrons, then

' dn = - I dt ... ..... (14.)

L/È

n = lìoê L/L (1s.)

The thermolumínescence intensity I is given byr

1=lanl = n ..(16.)
ldrl I

Now, if the temperature, T, is a.lLowed to increase with time

according to dT = B dt, and if { varies according to (13),

then (15) must be replaced by:

- Ît /at \ - 1r (" 
" 

-u/o* dr\¡" Itttl/ Ju \ B]..........(17.)
n=nge = DOe

'r,
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and the thermoLumine scence intensity I (T) at the temperature

T is given by

or / -E/kT \
r (r) =r,o""-ul**"- ¡tt\t" +1.. .....(rB.)

The trap depth E may be found from T* by setting (dI/dT) = o

at T = T*. This gives

BE * = s.-E/kt*
k(T*) z

The need to knor¡, S can be avoided by using two different warming

rates BI and 82. The same trap depth then resuLts in two

differenÈ temperatures for the peak in the glow curve T1* and

E2*. Thus s can be elimínated from (19) to give

from r¡hich E is easily obtained. si.nce T* varies very lit.tle

with warming rate, E can only be estimated with a 20 or 30%

35
ac curacy.

B. TRAPPING CENTERS TN IJITI{TUM FIJUORIDE

The mechanism of thermoLuminescence and the nature

of the traps in LiF is not accurately known. Most. invest j-gations 
, , r,-,,..:

published recently are concerned with the application of the

thermolumine scence rather than with its mechanism. It is

known, however, that ionizíng radiation causes the pro,âuctj.on

of F-centers in liF. An ¡'-center is an el-ectron trapped in a .. .l

negatíve ion vacancy, and the radiatíon not only fil1s existing
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negative ion vacancies with electrons, but aLso creates

additional vacancies. Alpha particles have enough momentum

to displace Lattice ions thus creating vacancies and F-centers

all along thej.r range. Garuna rays or elecErons with their

small momentum can produce vacancies only at dislocations where

binding energies are reduced.6 f'-centers are detected easily

because the elecE.ron can be excited from its ground state

(about 5 ev below the bottom of the conduction band) to a

level just below the conduction band by light of about

2500 Ao. Morehead and DanieLs6 h-rr" shown that this F-band

absorpt.ion is related dírectly to the total amount of

thermoluminescence (as determíned fTom the area under a gJ.ovl¡

curve) . This indicates that aLl of the thermoluminescence is

related to the emptying of F-centers as the crystals are heated.

Positive ion vaeancies are also found in L,iF, and the

ionizing radiat,ion creates more of these. One of the surrounding

negative ions will then tend to give away an electron. Since

the six surrounding ions wiLL tend to share the loss, the

resì-lltíng'rhole" will be associated with the positive ion

vacancyi the combinatíon of vacancy and hole is called a

V-center. other types of more compLicated centers involving more

than one vacancy will also be formed.

Morehead and Daniels also refer to transit.ion

centers which can capture an electron from the conductíon band
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and return it to the valence band, in some cases by radiation

of 1ight. The de-excitation may be due to the recombination

of electrons from F-centers with holes from V-centers, the

transition centers being the stepping stone. As the

temperature ís raised the number of empty traps increases, and

the supply of transition centers diminishes. "Once this

supply has been exhausted further light emission from the

emptying of F-centers must wait until a higher temperature is

reached when more holes are released from V-centers to re-

activate the transition centers. The escape of an electron

from an F-center remains the rate determining step and hence

the activation energy of the F-center is greater than that of

any V-center. '' 
e



CHAPTER fV

APPARATUS AND PRELIMTNARY OBSERVATIONS

The thermolumine scent dosimeter (tL,O) was pur-

chased from Controls for Radiation fnc. (Con-Rad.) It is a

complete dosimetry system based on the thermol_umine scence of

LiF. Prelimínary results with this system \^rere encouraging.

A. APPARATUS

The Con-Rad system consists of LiF phosphor,

ground ínto a crystalline powder, two sieves for selecting

only crystals within a certaj-n síze range, an aluminum dispen-

ser vrhich dispenses a constant amount of phosphor, polyethylene

capsules in which the LiF is irradiated., a readout instrument

which heats the irradiated phosphor, and measures the amount

of light emitted, metal planchets which hold the phosphor for

insertion into the readout instrument, and a self luminous

light source for calibration purposes.

The LiF powder is classified as type-N or type-7

as described earLier, All measurements were made with type-N

unless otherwise stated.

The phosphor dispenser is a vol-umetric device which

dispenses about 60 mg. of po\^¿der (Fiq. 2.) The phosphor to
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be used ís placed in the cylindrical hopper. The sl-ide is

pushed ín and then pulled out to dispense the proper amount

of powder.

When the pJ-anchet containing the po\,¡der is inserted

into the readout instrument, it ís gripped by a pair of copper

fingers. when the start bar on the front of the instrument is

depressed, a current of about 150 amps. flows through the plan-

chet for 10 seconds, heating the planchet to about 3OOoc. An

EMI 9536 S photomultiplier tube is seated 1.4 cm. above the plan-

chet, and at the moment the start bar ís depressed its output is

connected to a 10 uf polystyrene capacitor. An electrometer tube

of input resistance 1010 ohms, connected as a cathod.e fo11ower, ís

used to measure the vol-tage on the integrating capacitor. The out-

put of the electrometer is displayed on a digital- voltmeter with a

100 mv (L000 digits) fuII-scal-e sensitivity, The integrating

capacitor remains conneched to the photomuJ-t ipl ier for 15 seconds,

after which tíme the integrated response is read. When a second

sample is inserted, and the start bar i-s depressed, the capacitor

is momentarily shorted erasing thê previous reading. There was

no response on the instrument when an empty pJ-anchet was put

through a heating cyc Le .

A zero adjustment and a cal-ibratíon adjustment are

provided, To extend the range of measurements a scale switch is

also provided. When this is depressed, a 90 uf capacitor is

momentarily connected in paral-j-el with the 10 uf integrating
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capacitor draining 9/IO of its charge. The voltmeter read-

ing is thus reduced by a factor of 10 each time the scale

switch is pressed.

A variac is provided in the primary of the heater

circuit to adjust the current through the planchet, and a

voltmeter connected across the copper fingers measures the

voltage drop across the planchet.

It was found necessary to install additional

apparatus¡ especÍaI1y for trouble shooting. An ammeter vras

installed in the secondary of the heater circuit so that the

tot.aL power developed in the planchet could be calcuLated.

Thermocouples were silver soldered to the bottom of a few

planchets, and heating curves were obtained by feeding the

voltage developed into a recorder. A thermocouple was also

install-ed in the photomultiplier housing, near the photocathode.

A microarnmeter was installed to measure the output current of

the photomultiplier tube.

B. PRELÏMTNARY OBSERVATIONS

(!.) DiqitA! voltmeter

It was found that the digital voltmeter did not run

smoothly, but rather it moved in short pulses of about 0.05 mv

(0,5 digits.) For example, a series of readíngs with the standard

light, source would give 101.2 digits or 101.8 digits but never

anything in-between. The voltmeter \4tas calibrated with a
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standard cell and a voltage divider. The total error was

found to be less t}.an 2% at 1.5 mv (15 digits) and Less

than 0.2% at 100 mv (1000 digits.)

(2. ) Phosphor dispenser

After four months of use the average weight of

t\,renty samples of I¡iF from the dispenser was 59.7 mg. with a

standard deviat.ion of 0"6%. After 10 months of use the average

sample weight $ras 60.1 mg. and after 20 months it was 61.5 mg.

wíth the same batch of powder. The standard deviation re-

mained about the same. However. at the end of the 20 month

period the average sample weight using a new batch of powder

was 58.6 mg. Therefore, the increase in sampfe weight cannot

be attributed to wear of the dispenser, but rather to a change

in the phosphor. (Under a microscope the new crystals were

transparent and had very jagged edges. The old crystals were

duller, and the edges were somewhat smoother. This would

allow them to be packed closer together in the dispenser.)

(3.) Response to 100 roentqens

The standard deviation of the response of twenty

samples of powder. e>çosed to 100 roentgens, was founC to be

less than 2%. .An attempt \^tas made to correlate

fluctual--íons in response with fluctuations in sample weíght,

or with fluctuations in planchet current¿ but no cor-

relation was found. .An attempt was made to improve the

results by allowing a cooling time of 2 minutes between read-
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ings. (This ís recommended in the Con-Rad manual.) No

virtue was found in this when only a few (twenty) readings

were being taken. (It was found in later experiments, how-

ever, that this cooling time should be allowed when a few

hundred readings are beíng taken during the day.)

(4.) Powder distribution in the planchet

The technique used is to tip the pcwder from the

capsule into the planchet by hand, and then to drop the

planchet J-ightty a few Èimes to roughly level the powder.

The response was found to be a maximum with the powd.er as

leve1 as possible. If the powder was slightly (but noticeably)

heaped in the middle or around the edges of the planchet the

response was decreased by 2 or 3/". Lf the pl-anchet -vtas

deliberatel-y dropped lightly many times, the powder tended

to heap around the edges leaving no powder in the center of

the planchet. This resulted in readings 8-12"/. low. If no

attempt was made to leveL the powder after being spill-ed

from the capsule, the response was found to be as much as

50% Iot¡.

These results show that the distribution of the

powder in the pan portion of the planchet is the most J.ikeJ.y

source of random error in the measured response. Ho\4rever,

careful visual j-nspection can assure proper leveling and

minimize this source of error.
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Various amounts of powder from 10 mg. to 120 mg.

were read-out and it was found that the response was nearly

proportional to the amount of powiler in the planchet. The

response/mg. was 1I"/. Lower at 120 mg. than it was at 10 mg.

due to the increased number of layers of powder (powder was

only one layer deep at 10 mg.) This indicates j-nsuf ficient

heating of the top layer, or scattering of the light from

the bottom layers by the top Layers, or both, when the powder

is too deep. With one year oId powder that was noticably

yellowed, the response/rng. was 35% lower at. 120 mg. than ít

\4tas at. 1O mg. indicating an increased scattering of light from

the bottom layers.

(5.) Power requjtl:ements to planchet

The power delivered to the planchet must be

sufficient to heat the powder to a high enough temperature and

to hold it there for a long enough time t,o release all the

trapped electrons. Lf the temperature becomes too high, how'-

ever, a high temperature thermoluminescence caused by previous

mechanical shaking wilL be emitted. (tribothernoluminescence. )

With a con-Rad D-15 stainless steel planchet 70 watts was the

minimum requírement to release al]- the energy from the

phosphor. with the variac at its maxj-mum setting the po\'rer

\^¡as âbout 72 watts and no tribothermoluminescence was

observed.. The variac was left at, its maxímum. When the

planchets had been used several tímes their surfaces became
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dulI, heat Losses were increased, and 72 watts was no longer

sufficient. The planchets were then discarded. con-Rad

D-20 planchets showed great.er heat losses and sufficient

power could not be supplied to them. Therefore Ð-L5's were

used in all experi.ments.



CHAPTER V

EXPERTMENTAL ¡4ETHODS AND RESUI-,TS

Some of the experiments d.escribed below pertain

only to cLinical measurements with the particular system under

investigation. other experiments are of a more general nature

and were performed in order to gain a better understanding of

thermolumine scence in LiF .

CAI.,TBRATION CURVE S

In al-l- measurements, five capsules of LiF were

exposed simul-taneously in a tissue equivalent phantom. The

phantom was prepared by sandwÍching a perspex slab between

sheets of a special tissue equivalent rubber. A hoJ-e, 3 cm.

in diameter, was drilled from one edge of the perspex slab

into the center of the phantom. A hollow perspex cylinder,

3 cm. in diameter, was fill-ed with paraffin and five smal-l

holes were dril-led in the side of the cylinder near one end.

The five capsules were then placed in these holes and the

cylinder was fitted into the hole provided in the phantom.

The rubber, perspex, and paraffin, the polyethyJ-ene capsules,

and even the LiF itsel-f are all nearly tissue equivalent

materials as far as absorption of radiation is .on""t¡@mþa
( ilBR,{ny )rquius/
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other cylinders were shaped to house various ionization

chambers and one was shaped to hold a plastic test tube con-

taining ferrous sulphate solution. Thus, each of these

dosimeters could be exposed at the same point in the phantom.

(but not at the same time.)

The radiation (x-rays, gamma rays, or electrons)

was then al-lowed to faII normally onto the rubber surface of

the phantom. The distance of the dosimeter from the surface

was varied by changing the nuÍìber of sheets of rubber in

front of the perspex slab.

(L.) cobalt calibration

The cobalt exposures were made on an A,E.c.L.

Theratron, model F, with a 10 x 10 cm. field at 75 cm. from

the source to the surface of the phantom. Six cm. of rubber

in front of the perspex slab placed the center of the dosimeter

at a depth in the phantom equivalent to 1.9 cm. of water. A

sub-standard ion chamber, caLibrated by N.R.C., was used. to

measure the exposure rate ( roentgens/min. ) at that point ín

the phanton. The exposure rate \"tas then multipJ-ied by the f

factor (see page 23) for water at 1Mev.* to give the number

* The f f actor used above \"ras 0 . 9 74 and was based on

w = 34 ev.36 This was revised in 1963 to 0.965 based on

w = 33.7 er.2!, however, the calibration was compl-eted

prior to receipt of the revised. f factor and the necessary

correction was not appl ied,
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of rads per minute that would be absorbed by water (or tissue)

if it were exposed at that point in the phantom.* A timer

which operates the shutters of the teletherapy unit was then

set to gíve the desíred number of t'rads". f,hen I.,íF capsules

were e><posed, fíve at a time, to various doses and the average

TI¡D response was plot.ted as a function of absorbed dose.

i.e. ¡ as a function of rads absorbed in water.

This calibration curve is shown in Fig. 3. The

curve is not lj-near, and it is therefore impossible to calibrate

the instrument to read 1 digit = L rad. except over a very small

range. The curve is simiLar in shape to those presented by
'rr L4 15Cameron et a1**, Karzmark et a1-', and Marrone and Attix.--

The departure from linearity is shown effectively in Fig. 4,

* In choosing the f factor for 1 Mev. ganma rays¡ scattered

radiation has been ignored. Singly scattered photons

probably account for less than 20./. of the total beam

intensity, and have an energy spectrum peaked at about

3OO kev.37,38 Multiply scattered photons would have lower

energy but would account for less iL}¡ar¡ 2% of the total beam

intensity.3T Al-"o. the f factor for vrater varies by less

than 1Ol" over the range from l-0 kev to l- Mev.21
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where response per rad is ptotted vs. rads. A possible

e>q>lanation for the increase in response/rad up to lO4 rads

is as follows: If the ionizing radiatíon creates F-centers

by f i ing vacancies \,tith electrons, and j-f the radiatj-on also

creates vacancies, and if the rate of vacancy creation exceeds

the rate of conversion to F-centers, then toward.s the end of

a long exposure there would be more vacancies available for

conversion to F-centers, and hence a larger response per rad

than at the beginning of the exposure. The fact that the curve

turns over around 104 rads couLd then be explained as a

saturation of the potential vacancies (such as the atoms near

a dislocation edgie.) once no more vacancies were created, the

existing ones would be converted to F-centers, and further

exposure would not Íncrease the response. This appears to be

happening around 10r rads (Fig. 3.) The turning over of the

response curve could also be the result of permanent damage to

the crystals of LiF by high doses. (Such permanent damage was

observed and is reported later.)

It ís not certain that the response/rad curve turns

up at the low doses end, as shown. Lt has since been found that,

due to finite shutter speed and/or timer inaccuracy at small

exposure t.imes, the point at 10 rads is 4-5% high and that at

20 rads is L-2/" lnj.glt. This would fl-atten the curve at the 1ow

dose end-
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(2.) X-ray cälibratíon

The x-ray exposures were done usíng a Siemens

250 kv. constant potential- x-ray machine. A1J- exposures \^tere

made ín the phantom with a 1O x 10 cm. f iel-d. cai-ibratíons

were done for two different tube potentials, 250 kv. with a

thoraeus filter, H.V.L. (half-value layer) = 2.8 mm. cu, and

100 kv. with no filter, H.V.I¡.- 2.5 mm. 41. (These are the

standard energies used. in treatment of patients.) The higher

energy e>q)osures were done at a depth equivalent to 3.8 cm. of

water and. the lower energy ones at 1.7 cm. of water. Exposure

rate was measured as for cobalt.

ln Fig. 5 the TI¡D response per roentgen is plotted

vs. roent.gens for both x-ray energies and aLso for co60. It

ís seen that the shapes of the curves are different than for

^aCo"". A possíbIe explanation is that the lo\^ter energy x-rays

could not create vacancies as easily as the higher energy gaÌnma

rays, but the x-rays could fill the vacancies with electrons

just, as the gamma rays do. A smalLer vacancy production would

result in a Less pronounced increase in response per roentgen

with increasing exposure time.

cameron et a18,10'11 have reported that the response

to 30 kev. effective x-rays is 30-40% greater than the response

to co90 (due to the íncrease in the f factor for I¡iF at low

energy.) According t.o Fig. 5 this is t,rue only for e>æosures
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of less than l_00 roentgens, (the energy spectrum at tOO kv-

could be likened to what Cameron calts 30 kev. effective
x-rays) and at exposures around 1000 roentgens the LiF is
l-ess sensitive to the soft x-rays than to the Co60 ganuna rays.

The response of the LiF to x_rays, relative to
co60 is shown as a function of exposure in Fig. 6.

(3.) Electron calibration

The e1ectron exposures were d.one using a 35 Mev.

betatron, constructed and installed by Brown_Boveri. The

electrons pass through an ion chamber on thei.r way out of the

betatron, and when the ionization builds up to a certain level,
a counter ís triggered. The dose delivered is determined by

the number of "kicks" registered on the counter.

.ê,11 ex¡:osures were made in the phantom at a dep.Lh

equivalent to 7.7 cm. of water. An aqueous sol_ution of ferrous
sulphate was placed in the phantom, and exposed to 3500 'tkicks,,
(approx. 4000 rads) to determj-ne the number of rads per "kick
absorbed by the water. Capsules of I¡iF were then exposed to
various numbers of "kicks" from lO to 2000. Fig. 7 is a plot
of responser/rad vs. rads. for two different electron energies,

25 Mev. and 35 Mev. These are compared to a similar curve for
co60 gu**" ruyr. (This cobalt curve is the same as that in
Fig. 5 except that roentgens have been converted to rads using

the f factor for water, 0.965.) The response per rad rises

more sharply for the higher energy eLectrons as would be
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expected on the model proposed in the last section'

For all three curves sho'¡n in Fig. 7 the response

is a measure of absorbed dose in LíF. and the dose (in rails)

is a measure of absorbed energy in wat.er or tissue' The

curves are therefore useful for measuring absorbed dose in

tissue, but it may be unrealistic to compare the response

curves unless the term "rads'r refers to absorbed dose in L',iF'

Absorbed dose in hTater \^tas converted to absorbed dose in

L,iF as fol-lows.

The absorbed dose in water for co60 gamma rays was

multiplied by the ratio (A/R )r.',iu' / (p/ e )nzo to give the

absorbed dose in f.,iF. This ratio lvas found to be 0 ' 833

(details of the calculation are in Appendix A') This assumes

that all the electrons responsible for ionízation in the T,iF

were released ín the LiF. This is only valid if the volume

of L,iF ís such that its 1ínear dimensions are large compared to

the range of a secondary electron. The average range of

secondary electrons from co60 I anuna rays is 3-4 rnm ' in water

(density = I) and therefore would be 1-2 mm' in r'',iF

(density = 2.6) ' The inside diameter of the capsules is 3 mm'

and the waLls are l mm- th j-ck ' Therefore, some of the

ionization in the l,iF is due to secondary electrons generated

in the polyethylene wal1s and in the paraffin'

To determine the extent of the waII effectt the wall

was eliminated by irradiating a 1ar9e volume of IriF' and then

reading out dispensed samples of the irradiated pov'der' The
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response \¡ras found lo be L.6% higher than for I¡iF irradiated

ín capsules, indicating that the effective absorption co-

efficient (which should be used ín place of (y/< ) ¡iF) is

I.6/" lower than that for I¡iF.

fhus the conversion factor to use in converting

absorbed doses from water to r,iF for co60 g u**t rays is

(lr,/ q ) eff = 0.820 ...... (21.)
(þ/e)nzo

In the case of high energy elecErons it is the mass

stopping po\¡ters which are Ímportant, rather than mass absorp-

tion coefficients as for el-ectromagnetíc radiation' To convert

absorbed dose in water to absorbed dose in LiF for the electron

beam, the multiplying factor is (*S) ¡i¡ ,/ (¡s) g16 ' The stop-

ping powers are energy dependent, and hence the ratio of stop-

ping powers is aLso dependent on electron energy' This ratio

was calculated (details in Appendix e) from 0'2 Mev' to 50 Mev'

and found to vary very 1itt1e with energy. The ratio was a

maximum (0.809) at 10 Mev.. and a minimum (0.e06) at o'2 Mev'

Ignoring the slight energy dependence. the factor to use for

ccnverting absorbed doses from \^¡ater to LiF for the electron

beam is

In Fiq. I the data of Fig. 7 is reproduced, but the

dose refers to energy absorbed in LiF instead of in water' For
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Iow doses, the response,/rad ís independent of energy, but

the energy dependence is appreciable at higher doses. On

the prevj.ously described model this would be due to the great-

er abiJ-ity of the high energy electrons to produce new trap-

ping centers,

At low doses, the ratio of energy absorbed in LiF

to energy absorbed in water ís the same for the eLectron beam

as it is for co60 radiation, (within 2/) so that powder

calibrated wíth Co60 radíation may be used with eLectrons for

routine cl-inícaI measurements.

B. STATISTTCAT, ANAIJYSIS

It has already been stated that the standard pro-

cedure in measuring a dose was t.o irradiate five capsules of

I.ri¡' simul-taneously and average the readings- In aL1 cases,

before reading out the energy, a reading was taken with the

standard light source. Then the five samples were read out,

followed by another standard light source reading. The standard

light source readings were averaged, and the average of the

five capsules was then corrected to a standard light source

reading of 100.

Standard light source readings were usually between

90 and 110, but could drift downward as much as 6% during one

day. If feft unused for 2 ot 3 hours the instrument lrlould

normally recover. It was suspected that the standard light
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source may not be fully compensat,ing for the sensitivity

drift, and so the following investigation was carried out.

One hunCred capsules of L,iF were all dose,i to

100 rads, (cobalt radiation.) Each was read out in the read-

out instrurnent. At the beginning and after every fifth

capsule a standard light source readíng was taken. fhis

affected a divlsion of the population of 100 capsules into

20 samples. each sample containing 5 capsules. Each reading

in a sample was then corrected for sensitivity drift, the

correction factor being determined from the averaEe of the

standard light source readings preceding and folLowing the

s amp1e.

The sample averages were obtained as well as the

standard deviation within each sample. The population

average and the standard deviation of the popuJ-ation vrere also

calculated. On the average. the standard deviation, Cf , within

any sample was 1.08/" but cr for the population was L.25/". In

a purely random population these tvro should be the same,

hence in thís popula.tion there must be an additional between-

saml:le variation. This is also supported by the fact that in

a purely random population¡ the standard devíation of the

sample averages shouLd be (1.25/ò / JE = 0.56% while for this

population this figure was 0.81%'

An analysis of variation was carried out by a

method described by M. ,1. Moroney39, to determine the extent
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of the between sample variation. The results are sum-

marizeil in the fol-J-owing table, along with the results of a

simil-ar analysis on powder dosed to 1000 rads.

Standard Deviation

population within sampLe between sampleDo se
100 rads
1000 rads

I.25%
I.7 4%

L.Oe%
L.s5%

The standard deviation due to the bet$reen sample

variation j.s shown in the last col-uÍm, and was obtained by

replacing each member of a sample by the sampJ-e average in

ord.er to eliminate the within sampLe variations. It is readíly

seen that the standard deviation of the readings wíthin a sample

is an underestimate of the possible error involved.

Tn Fig. 9-a the corrected sample averages at 100 rads

were plotted as a function of the standard light source read-

ing, During the day the standard liqht source readj-ng drifted

down from L04 to 99, a change of 5%. The sampl-e averages,

even after being corrected, show a d.ownward drift of abottl 2%,

indicating that the standard f- ight source was not correcting

adequately for the drift. At 1O0O rad.s where the drift might

be expected to be larger, it was in fact smal-ler. The standard

J. ight source only drifted by 2%, and the sample averages did

not show the strong functional dependence on the standard light

source reading, although there was stíLI considerable spread in

sample averages. (Fig. 9-b)

I.8I%
2.34%
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The only difference between the two populations

(1OO rad and L0O0 rad) was that the readings at 1000 rads

\,¡ere off scale. This meant that at the end of the integration

the X 10 scale switch was depressed. The voltmeter would

then return rapidly to the proper reading but would overshoot

in the direction toward zero. It would then take 60 - 90

seconds for it to climb slowly to the final reading. This

allowed about a 2 minute cooling time between readíngs and is

very likely the reason for the reduced drift. (In later

experiments the drift at about 100 rads was reduced by allow-

ing a 2 minute cooling time between readings.)

Karzmatk4o reported that tight standards using a

long lived radioactive source to excite a luminescent phosphor

have a fluorescent intensity which depends markedly on tem-

perature. The standaril light source used above (c14 excites

a .Luminescent phosphor) was heated above a water bath to tem-

peratures as high as 8OoC. and then immediately placed in the

readout instrument. There was no change in the amount of light

given off.

Heat, howevêr, was the cause of the drift, because

heating about 100 planchets (allouring no cooling time) caused

the temperature in the photomultipler housing to rise to about

38oc., and caused a 5 or 6/o decrease j-n sensitivity Èo the c14

source. The temperature returned to 25oc. in about 2 hours,

and the instrument recovered. its original sensitivity during
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thi.s time.

The EMI 9536 S phototube in the Con-Rad readout

instrument is of the venetion blind type. The photocathode

is 4.3 cm. in diameter and is mounted on g1ass. At 100 rads,

the anode current was less than 1^,(4. and at 1000 rads it was

4 - 5 ¡t A. peak. The photocathode current must be much smaller

than that. A study of several prpersl2,40tALr 42 on photo-

multi-plier fatigue has shown that saturation or photocathode

fatigue are probably not responsible for the sensitivity drift.

One possible cause is a reduced secondary emission factor due

to increased temperature of the dynodes.4l one puzzling thing

is that the change in sensitivity must be larger for the

thermoluminescent Light than it is for the standard light source

light. If Lhis is a wavelength dependence, then the photocathode

must be responsible for the change in sensitivity.

Whatever the cause of the drift, it does not show up

until about 10 readings have been taken, and then it can be

nearly eliminated by allowing a 2 minute cooling time between

readings. Even if the drift is ignored, the errors introduced

into the dosimetry are not large.

C. ANNEAI.¡ING PROCEÐURE

shortLy after work began on the TLÐ system. some of

the previousLy used powder was irradiated for a second t,ime and

when the energy was read out the response to 100 rads was found
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to have doubl-ed. Con-Rad had suggested anneal-ing the powder

for one hour at 4OOoC. (to release any trappeC electrons from

a previous irradíation) prior to re-use. After this was done

the res.oonse to 100 rads was stilL 50% hígher than r¡¡hat it had

been original-J-y.

This i.ncreased. response was observed by cameron

and others and attributed to a 1ow temperature peak in the glow

curve prod.uced by Ehe previous írradiatíon. Cameron found that

the new trapping ce.âters, responsible for the low temperature

peak, could be destroyed by annealíng the po\^tder for 24 hours

at 80 oc. 10 , 11

The used powder was annealed at 8OoC. for 24 hours

and the response dropped to its original value. Lt has since

been found that the annealing temperature is quite critical.

For exam.ole, 24 lnour annealing at, 83oC. did not quíte return

the response of the irradiated powder to normal. A temperature

of 78o - 8Oo c. was found most. efficient.

The standard annealing procedure recommended f.or re-

use of the phosph,rr is t}¡erefore 400oC. for one hour folLowed

by 78o - 8Oo c. f.or 24 hours. (lt is desirable to remove the

Iow temperature peak because the traps responsible for the peak

are shallow and fading of the stored energy at roon temperature

would resuLt. )

Calibration curves for unannealed powder are not

constant mult.iples of curves for properly annealed po\'¡der. The
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ratio of unannealed response to annealed response was 2 at

100 rads, l-.8 at 400 rads, and l-.7 at 700 rads. The curves

slowly converge.

The anneaLing may also destroy some of the trappíng

cent,ers in the original crystals. Powder that had been an-

nealed and re-used about 10 times, and had received an accum-

ulated dose of a few thousand rads shor¡ed a response 2O/o belo-tt

the origínal response. (Thís f at.igue was only measured at 20

to 140 rads. )

This fatigue may not be due Èo repeated annealing'

but may be due to the accumulated dose. Capsules of powder that

were given single doses of 104 to 105 rads (in obbainin'¡ Fig' 3)

were kept separate from the rest. This powr'ler was annealed and

given ,loses of 60, 100. and 140 rads. The response was 56%'

53%. and 50% respectively of the original response' This

decreased response is certainLy a result of radiation damage'

and not a resuLt of prolonged annealing.

D' GI.¡OI{ CURVES

In the Last section it was stated that glow curvês

obtained lvith used lloivd.er exhibited a 1ow temperature peak, anil

that thís peak was responsible for increased fading of the total

stored energy. It is suggested here t'hat the readout cycle

could be responsible for the low temperature peak' As the powder

is heated to over 3OOoc., vacancies would be created in the
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cryst.al. Then when the heater shuts off after L0 seconds,

the po\,rder cools rapidly (to nearly room temperature in

15 - 20 seconds) freezing ín the vacancies"

To investigate this a batch of LiF was properly

annealed, Half the bat,ch was heated to 4o0oc. and then dumped

into a sieve to cool rapidly. Both halves of the batch were

then irradiated to about 250 rads, and glow curves obtained

for. each.

clo\¡¡ curves are normally obtained by monitoring the

output of the phototube as a function of time (or temperature.)

Since no device was available to monitor the P.M, tube output

(less than I ¡rA.) a new method was devised. About 100 capsules

of porvder were dosed to 250 rads. The po\"¿der was all tipped

into a test tube and placeil in an oven. The oven temperature

was then increased uniformly at the rate of I degree per mínute.

Every 5 minutes (or 5 degrees) about 180 mg. of powder was lift-

ed out of the test tube and dispensed into planchets. Then the

enerqy remaining in the powder was determined and the remaining

response vras pfotted against ovên temperature. (rig. 10.) (tne

error-bars give the maximum and minimum of 3 readings while the

circle glves the average of 3 readings.) The slope of t'his

curve is the energy reLeased per unit temperature interval and

is therefore proportional to the height of a glow curve' This

slope was plotted vs. temperature to give the glo\'7 curves of
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5'i9. 11. Both curves have peaks at, 185oc., 14ooc. ¡ and at

7Toc. - 8ooc., although the lov¡ temperature peaks are much

more pronounced with polrder that had been heateil and raoidly

cooled.

Powder that was run through a readout. cycle before

irradiation showed a 60% lncrease in response due to these .Low

temperature peaks. Powder that was irradiated to IOO rads,

and then read out showed a loo% increase in response when ir-

radiated again without further annealing. Therefore, 60% of

the increase could be attributed to the read.out cycle and 40l.

to the previous irradfation. Thís 4O/" al-so appears to be due

to an increase in the numlcer of shalLow traps¡ as evldenced by

a further increase in the Low temperature peaks with used

powder. It should be noted that the glow curve for used powder

was obtained in a somewhat different manner to those in Fig. 11,

(a plot analogous to Fig. 10 was obt.ained by heating 5 capsules

of irradiated powder directly to the desired temperature, and

then measuríng the energy remaining in the powder. There was,

therefore, no unifortn heating rate) and because of this the

evidence i-s not conclusive.

E. TRAP DEPTH

From equations (13.) and (16.) of chapter three, the

intensity of the thermoluminescence may be e4)ressed as
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l=n/f = ¡ g g-n,/kT..... .......(23.)

The number of fil1ed traps, n, of course is not a

constant, but is continually changíng along the glow curve

according to (17.) Assuming that n is constant near the begin_

ning of a glow curve. a plot of ln f vs- L/t shouLd yield a

linear region of slope nrlk. Ivlorehead anrl Daniels6 found a trap

depth E = 1"4 ev" from such a .olot.

In Fig. 12 ln I was plott,ed vs. I/ft the data being

obtained from the glow curve for properly annealed powder in

Fig. 11. At l.//I = 2.92 the curve approaches - oo I it is linear

f.r om 2.46 to 2.67, and roughly l-ínear around the inflection

point at 2.27. The two linear regions correspond to temperatures

near the beginning of the second and third glow peaks of Fig. 11.

Setting the slopes of these two regions equal to E,/k gave trap

depths of 0.84 ev. and. L.25 ev. respectively. The value of

1.25 ev. may easily be too low since the curve in Fig. 12

would not reverse curvature al L/I = 2.27 if j-t were not for the

presence of the low temperature peak in the original glow curve"

Even if the Low temperature peaks could be compJ.etely eliminated,

there would be difficulty in choosing the correct slope. This

is because at the beginning of a glow curve (temperature T1)

I must. be zero¡ and hence In I must approach - oô as 1,/T ap-

proaches l./Ti.

Another meÈhod, based on equation (20"). page 31r was
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also used to determíne the trap depth. This method r¡ses the

fact that the position of a glow peak depends on the heating

rate used in obtaining the glow curve. Karzmark et aI14 obtained

91ow curves by monítoring the output of a photomultiplier tube

while the powder was heated at a uníform ràte. In order to

obtain a measurable intensity 3-arge heating rates had to be

used. They found the main glow peak at 22OoC. for a heating rate

of 260 degrees/min. It \,ras assumed that the traps in Karzmarkts

]JiF (FLÐ-100) were of the same nature as the traps in the powder

used in Fig. l-1 (Con-Rad tlr¡>e-N), and the values 81= I degree,/min.,

BZ= 26O degrees,/min. r T1*= 185oC. = 458oK, and T2*= 22OoC. = 493oK

were substituted ínto equation (20.) This gave a trap depth

E = 3.0 ev., considerably larger than the values found previously.

As a further check, a glow curve was run with properly annealed

powder using a heating rate 81= 1.4 degrees/min. The main glow

peak vras found between 188oC. and t90oc, Using T1ìt= 188oC. in

equat.ion (20.) along with Karzmarkrs data gave E = 3.1 ev. and

using T1*= 19OoC. gave E = 3.5 ev.

Both these methods were based on the Randall and

Wilkins model of thermol-uminescence. The èecond method involved

no assumptions except that the two t)T)es of powder invoLved had

the samre kind of traps. This is probably a valíd assumption.

The first method assumed that n was constant aE the beginning of

a glow curve but in this region the curve had to approach - oo

The choice of slope for one glo\4' peak was made díffícu1t by the
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presence of the next lower peak. It is therefore felt that the

second method was more accurate¡ although it is recognized that

both methods vrere based on a simplified model which may not ac-

curately describe the mechanism of thermoluminescence in LiF.

F. FAÐTNG OF STORED E\IERGY

Several experimênts were done to determine the extent

of the faCing with powder treated in various ways. The expe-

riments were started with new poivder whlch was supposed to have

been annealed by the manufacturer before shipment.

The results for t]æe-N po\^tder are shown in Fig. 13.

Curve A was ol¡tained by irradiating the new powder to 100 rads

on clay zero, and then reading out the stored energy immediately

after, as well as every 12 - 15 days thereafter. Curve B was

obtained by running some of the new powder through a readout

cycle to create shallow traps. ft was then irradiated to 100 rads

and. read out immediately after as well- as every 12 - 15 days

thereafter. curve C was obtained by running some of the new

powder through a readout cycle on day zero. Then every 12 - 15

days, three capsules were .irraCiated to 100 rads and read out

immediately after. Curve D ùtas obtained by irradiating new

powder to 100 rads, and then running it through a readout cycle.

This used powder was then given another 100 rads and the response

$¡as measured immediately as welt as every 12 ' L5 days thereafter'

New powder (curve A) showed a 5/" fading after 75 days,
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most of the fading occuring during the first 30 days. Some

fading was e>çected because as Fig. 11 showed, the shallow

traps are not completely destroyed by the standard annealíng

procedure. cameron et a1fo reported a fading of less than 5./"

in one year. It is quite possibl-e that the powder used here

was annealed for less than 24 hours, or at a temperature

sJ-iqhtly different from 8Ooc, This would account for the in-

creased fading. To shor¡t how critical the annealing temperature

is, some new powder was anneal-ed at 4o0oc. for J- hour (this

would create vacancies in the crystals) and then for 24 hours

at 82oc. (instead of 78o - 8oo) . The response of this powd.er

was up lo I29, an increase of. 7% over the new powder, and the

fading was 6/" over the first month compared lo 3% for new powder.

Powd.er which had been run through a read.out cycle just

prior to irradiation stored 61% more energy than the new powder,

but lost 24% of the total stored energy over the first 75 days

(curve B.) This was e>q)ected because of the increased number of

shallow traps. T}:e 24% fading could be accomplished by the

escape of 24/" of the trapped electrons. There is also the pos-

sibiJ.ity that the shal-Iow traps are slowly destroyed at room

temperature. (Since a temperature of 8OoC. destroys nearly alt

the shallow traps in one day, a temperature of. 22oC. may destroy

an appreciabl-e numlcer in 75 days.) To investigate this, the

fading due to electron escape was eliminated by irradiating jusÈ
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before the readout (curve c.) The time axis in Fig. 13 then

represents the tim,: that the powder sat, unirradiated, at room

temperature, after creation of the shallow traps. curve C shows

that 19% of the total number of traps were destroyed at room

temperature in 75 days. These results indicate that the stan-

dard anneal-ing procedure is necessary¡ even if the energy is

to be read out immediately after irradiatíon, because a caL-

ibration curve obtained with used powder one week could be out

by 8/" two weeks later due to destructíon of shallow traps.

Curve Ð tvas obtained with used powd.er, but unfort-

unately the powder was used a few days before the second ir-

raäiation. The second irradiation was done on day zero. Dur-

ing those few days some of the shaLlow traps would have been

destroyed, and the powder was able to store only 90/. more energy

than the new powder (instead of IOO% more as was found previous-

1y.) Even if the curve Ð is displaced to the right by 5 or 6

days, and the ínitíal response assumed to be abouh 24O, L}re

fading is stil-I no more severe than for powder B. If anything,

the fading is less severe, and this '¡ould indicate that the traps

creaeed by the previous irradíation were deeper than the ones

created by the heating and rapid cooling. Thís contradicts the

results stated in section D but because of factors unknot¡n at

the beginning of each experiment, neither investigatíon \'¿ith

used powder was conclusive.

Similar fading curves were obtained with type-7 powder'
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(Fig. l-a.) (It was stated in the Con-Rad instruction manual

that anneal-ing was more important for type-7 powder.) The

response to l-00 rad.s at day zero was 134, for new powder, and

the fadíng amounted to L6% over 75 d.ays so that the fading curve

approached the curve for tlpe-N. The increased fading was prob-

ably because of improper anneal-ing by the manufacturer. The

tlpe-7 por¡rder was much more susceptible to the heating cyc1e,

increasing in response by nearl-y 200/". The fading of the heated

powder was al-so much more severe than it was for type-N.

(Curves A, B, and C of Fig. 14 were obtained in the same way as

curves A, B, and C of Fig. l-3.)

G. RESPONSE OF OTHER T,iF

Because of the hígh cost of the "specially activated"

Lithium fl-uoride suppJ-ied by con-Rad, Iithium fl-uoride from two

other sources \¡ras investigated for thermoluminescent response.

Some large crystals of I¡iF were obtained from Ehe

solid state section of the University of Manitoba Physics

Department. The past history of these crystals was unkno\,¡n.

Tilere was a remote possibility that an attempt had been mad.e to

instiLl F centers in some of the crystals by diffusion of excess

Li into the crystal. These J-arge crystals were ground to the

same size as the Con-Rad crystals (l-00 - 200 mesh sieve), and

were then rrrn through a readouL. cycle. No response was found.

They were then properly annealed and irradiated with Co60 gtu**.
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rays. The response ',^ras found to be only L5% of. the Con-Rad

Irif' response at 100 rads, and 10% at 2000 rads. This would

still be sufficient for a useful dosimeter. (The final reading

could be increased by increasing the voltage on the dynodes of

the photomultiplier tube. )

A very finely ground l,iF from the 'f. T. Baker

Chemical Co. \,¡as irradiated. FifÈy mg. of thís po'^rder gave a

response o¡ Ðr/" of that for the con-Rad L,iF. Because of the very

smal1 crystal size this powder could not be díspensed, nor

couLd it be leveled in the planchet.

It appears that. the activation not only results in

an increased response to Low doses, but, al-so ln an increased.

rise ín the response/rad vs. rads curve. This suggests that

less activation would give more linear dose response curves,

and may account. for the fact that curves obtained by Carneron

\,rith TI¡D-100 were more linear.



CI{APTER VI

CONCT]USTONS

Thermoluminescence in IriF has shown itself to be a

useful tool in clinical radiation dosimetry. Because cf it.s

smalL size and simplicity of use, the dosimeter has in vivo

applicat,ions such as depth dose measurenent¿ dose distrilcutíon

in whole bo<1y irradiat,ion, intracavitary dosimetry, and d.ose

confirmation for radioactive implants. Other uses are beam

calibration for both electromagnetic and corpuscular

radiation, and even haLf-value Layer determinations.

With some care ín dispensing the powder, in levelinE

the po:vder in the planchet. and in supplying the right amount

of heat to the planchet, the precision of any measurement can

be within 2% of luhe correct value. If several measurements are

to be taken a two minute cooling time between samples is recom-

mended,

The u ^ranted annealing at room temperature, and the

fading of the stored energy at room temperature shouLd not resuLt

in errors of more than two percent over a few months provided

the powder is properly anneal-ed after each use. For most

cl-inícaLmêasurements of less than a few thousand rads there is
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no need to separate the powder according to dose received. The

powder need only be classified as "used.rt or "annealed".

The accuracy with which a measured. response can be

converted to an absorbed dose depends on the care taken ín

calibrating the powder. Figures 3 - 8 present calibration

curves for co60 gamma rays. for x-rays generated at I0o kv.

and 250 kv. and for electrons at 25 l{ev. and 35 Mev. Unfort-

unately, since these curves were obtained the powder has been

used and anneaLed several times, and, because of a change in

sensitivity, the absolute ma,lnitude of the response curves no

longer applies. Ho\^/ever¡ the curves of Figures 5 - I were all

obtained with the same batch of powder and may be used as a

basis for alL future calibratíons. Assuming that the decrease

in sensitivity (fatigue) is independent of the dose to be

received, and independent of the radiation which delivers the

dose, then, after annealing a baL.ch of powder, only one

calibration point (say 100 rads fron co6o) need be re-determined.

The factor required to normalize the response per rad for this

point to the co60 curve in rig. 7 tnay then be used to correct

all the other curves for fatigue. Alternately, the instrument

sensitivity may be adjusted to bring the response per rad to

the value given in Fig. 7. (Cobalt radiation was chosen for the

normalization because for a given geometry the dose rate has

been accurately determined and need only be corrected for decay

of the source. )
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The no,.:malizat,ion describeC above was based cn two

assumptions which may not be vaLid. It was shown in section C

that the fatígue of heavily dosed porrder was 3"/" greater at

140 rads than it was at, 60 rads. This could become a serious

problem when the total fatigue is greater than a fêw percent.

Further investigatíon is necessary to determine the dose

dependence at, higher doses, and to determine the êffects of

f at.iguê with o ther radiat,ions .

Some of the e>çeriments perfori¡ed and the conclusions

drawn had little connection with clínical dosimetry. A simpj-e

modeL for the mechanism of energy storage in L¡iF was proposed

to e>qglain the dose dependence of the response curves. The

model involves two processes within the crystal, the creation

of new traps and the fiJ.ling of existing traps with el-ectrons.

It was suggested that the traps might be negative ion vacancies

which would become F centers after having trapped an electron

released by the ionizing radiation. It was further suggested

that the second.ary electrons, released in the crystal by the

gamma rays or x-rays, as welL as the electrons from the betaÈronr

might creat.e vacancies by dislo'dginE ions along a dislocation

edge where the ionic binding is reduced. on this model the

increase in response per rarl witb increasing dose would be

e>æected if vacancies were created faster than they were fill-ed
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wíth electrons. The faet that secondary electrons of higher

energy result in a more pronounced increase in response per

rad woul-d also be e>q)ected due to their increased ability 'to

produce vacancies.

Experiments with I¡íF which was not specially activated

shor¡ed less increase in response per rad wíth dose, as well as

an overa.lL reduction in response" The drop in the response per

rad curve could be due to fewer ion vacancíes and the flatten-

ing of the curve could be due to fewer disLocat,ion edges.

A new method of obtaining glorv curves, involving very

Low heating rates¡ was devísed. Three peaks were found in all

glow curves, the magnitude of the Lohrer temPerature peaks

being greatly increased by heating the crystaLs and then cooling

them rapidly. This was ex.olained as a "freezing in" of

vacancies created by the high temperature. These I'vacancies"

are apparentLy not the sãme as the I'vacancies" referred to in

the above model. (because they result in shalLoir¡er traps.) The

simple mo,áe1 may therefore have to be changed by replacing the

word '¡vacancy" by '¡trapping center" where a trapping center is

some cornlcination of positive and negative ion vacancies. electrons

and ho1es, \,¿hich can trap an electron. Such aggregates are not

uncommon in a1kali halide crystals.

The maín trap rlepth in LiF was determined by two dif-

ferent methods. The values obtaíned v"ere 3'0 ev' and 1"25 ev"

the first. value probably being the more accurate one. Both
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methods were based on a simple model invol-vinE a single trap

depth. No attempt was made to further study the mechanism

of the release of electrons from traps.
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.APPENDTX A

C ÄICUIJATT ON OF ABSORPTION COEF¡'TCIENTS

In calculating the ratio (u/î ) r,* / (u/ç )¡1rq for

cobalt radiation, only Cornpton interactions were considered.

The scattered radiation in the beam (see footnote page 44)

woul-d introduce some photoelectríc absorption but the net

amount was considered negJ-igibl-e in both LiF and water. Pair

production contributes a negligible amount ín both mat,erials

at 1.33 Mev.

The mass absorption coefficient is a product of the

electronic absorption coefficient and the number of electrons

per gram of material

u/e = $z/M\ (.o).. ..(A-1.)

For the compton effect, the electrons are considered

as free, and therefore eu =.6 is independent of the a'bsorb-

ing material. The ratio of the absorption coefficients is there-

fore just the ratio of the nuÍibers of electrons per gram.

Fol: compounds Z is the effective atomic number, and

is 12 f.or LiF and 10 for HrO. The molecular weight¡ M, is

25.94 for I-,i!' and 18 f or H20 . Thus
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CÂIÆUI,ATÍON OE' STOPPTNG POVIERS

Equation (ff.) r page 26 gives the stopping power

for electrons per electron of the absorbing material. If this

is multiplied by n, the number of electrons per cm.3, and

divided by e , the densíty of the medium, one obtains the mass

stopping power of the medium, *S, which may be expressed in

Mev. per qm./cm.2 The resutting expression, which may be shown

to be identícat wíth the e>q>ression for mS as stat.ed in Hand-

t'7
boo}- 79''. may be re-written as

-S =-ê- [u *, ln(e,/moc) + In T - In 2 + G- f2),r, 
7t

- e f,T:72 - L n f2) tn z* I 1r- fl-j3¡2 - 5] . (B-1')

where A= 2Tr¡'"4 / ^o"2 ç .... .."...(B-2.)
l-)-¿nancl B = tn l*o.' ltoo ev.) / 4.... .""". (B-3')

and where T is the incident electron energy in Mev.,

P = mv = ^ f " is the electron momentum, ana 6 is the density

correction. The eguation was written in this form for easy

comparison with Sternheimer's papers of L952 and 1956.31'32 The

density correction rvas caLcufated by the method of Sternhei*ut.3f

The values of A for I¡iF and H2O are listed in table B-1

e>çressed in Mev. per gm./cm.2 Th" value of ç for I,iF was taken

as 2.601 gm,,/cm.3 from the Handbook of Chemístry and Physics¡
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forty-fourth edition, Chemical- Rubber publishing Co. The value

given ín the American Institute of physics Handbook is in error.

(Or. n. P. R. Frederikse - privat,e communication)

The values of B are also listed in tabLe B-L The mean

ionization potential, I, for I.liF and for H20 was caLculated fro:n

the mean ionizat,ion potentials of the constituent atoms using

tnr=F,"r/z\rnri,."" ...(B-4,)

For both Lithium and fluorine the relation I = 132 was used as

suggested iry SLernhei*.r.43 This gives I = 39 ev. for Lithium

in good agreement with Bakker and Segret s vaLue of 38 ev" quoted

in tlandbook 79.27 Although no daLa was available for fluorine,

I = I3Z was a good approximation for the eLemênts with Z near

9. and hence was assumed to ho.Id for fl_uorine. For hydrogen and

olqfgen the values of !7.6 ev. and. 98.5 ev., respectively, were

taken from table 3 of Handbook 79.?7 The va.lues of I are listed

in table B-1 in rydberg unit,s (1 ry. = 13.6 ev.)

The density correction. Á , as derived by S.ternheimer

is given by

ß- F2)...,. (B-s.)

where f1 is the oscillator strenEth of Èhe i th transition whose

frequency is Vi, and 3 is a frequency given by

5 = F ti rn l(Í¡2 * tzl/ vr2) - t'

1 _ \ rr
P¿ L- Ç,2 + !"2/rL
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Here, 7i is to be e;q>ressed in terms of the plasma

freguency of the medium which is given by

f 
^ 

aI-

Vn =l t' ""-1"..". ..".".(B-7.)
L ømo l

The mekhod from here on is identícal with

Sternheimerrs. (1952.) As a first approxímation the freguencies

were found from the ionization potentials, h V ir of the K, L¡,

M. et,c. shell-s. These appear in table B-I expressed ín rydberg

units. and were taken from the tables of crit,ical x-ray absorp-

tion energies on page 2776 of the Ilandbook of Chemistry and

Physics, and page 7-136 of the American Institute of Fhysics

Handbock, wherever possible" For I_riF, h / 1 pertains to the K

level of &i, hV2 to the L leveJ.¡ hy3 to the K levet of F.

hV4 to the LI level, anrl hVU to the I II.III level. For H20.

hv 1 pertains to the K leveL of 0, hV2 to the I{ level, hV3 to

ah. OIIrIr, levell and hV 4 to the K l-evel of H.

The val-ues of h I , of LiF and h V 4 of H2O are first.

ionization potentials and were taken from page 7-L4 of the

American Lnstitute of Physics Handbook.

The values of hVn of LiF and h/, of. HrO were not

listed and were determined by extrapolation from 11 leve1s of

eLements of higher atomic number.
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TABIiE B-f

H^O Hzo

A .0711 .0853

B 17.98 L8.47

T 6.54 5.13

rt 2/I2 2/Io

fz r/r2 2/Lo

f 3 2/I2 A|/LO

f.4 2/r2 2/to

fs 5/r2

hy 1 4.O 39.3

ht z o.4 2.o

hV : 5r.0 o-7

hl + 2.5 1"0

0"9

6.I7 If5.0

0.61 5.9

1s9.0 2.O5

7.A L"29

2.4

2.33 L.58

2"65 72.A

0.26 3"7

6A.2 1.3

3. 35 0.82

L.20

hv -:l
hr'r
ht'2

h'l/3

hV ,

hv s

h ì/.
ÎJ

tr1

i2
-V3

tra

l5

The h y' 1 thus determined were then corrected by the

fact,or î-/hl n where I is the mean ionization potentiaL of one of

the constituent atoms I and hr'^ is the geometric mean of the

h V i for that constítuent atom. Thus. a different correction

factor was obtained for each constituent atom, and the corrected
/

energies (trv i ) are listed in tabLe B-I" For L,i. the geometric

mean, hV rn¡ of hy't and hy', is I.87 ry. and r = 39 ev- = 2.87 ry.

Thus r,/hv m - 1.53. For Fr hVm = 2"77 ry. and f = 8.6 ry' and

therefore Í./h v m = 3.10. For o, h!/m = 2"49 ry. and I = 7.3 ry.

giving î/hV n= 2.93. For H, hVm = I ry. and f = 1.29 ry.
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giving I/hV n= I.29.

Finally, the / i vtere determined from the h y' /i by

dividing by hVp, where Vn is given by equation (B-7.) and is

Listed in table B-I in rydbergs.

The valuès of ¿ at various energies were determined

graphically by plotting equation (n-6.)

The density correction., 5 , is plotted as a function

of 1o919 (n,/moc) in Fig. B'-L for easy comparison with Fig. 1 of

Sternheimert s paper of 1952,

From the dat.a of tabLe B-I and from Eig. B-1 the mass

stopping powers for Lin' and H20 were ca.Iculated usinE equation

(B-1.) The resul-ts are shown in Fig. B-2 as a function of

eLectron energy. (The dashed curves are not, corrected for the

density effect. )

The rat.io of the stopping powers for various energies

are given in table B-II"

T,ABËE B.TI

E Iectron
E.nerqv (Mev. )

o.2

0.5

1-0

2"O

5.0

10.0

20,0

50.0

(* s)r-.ir / (* s)¡lzo

0.806

0.806

0"808

0. 809

0.809

0.809

0.808

0.808
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